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 Dating advert by Sara Forle

" Hi I'm CQ. I'm at a turning point in my life. Ready for new adventures  
 and experiences. I value the simple things in life – catching-up with  
 friends, good wholesome food, real connections with real people. The time  
 has come for me to let go of my experiments with cheap shopping, gambling  
 and tacky pubs. I'm looking for something solid and meaningful.  
 Must be LOCAL."
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COLOUR

Sky - blues, white fluffy, overcast 
paynes grey, sun, shadow. because  
when I walk up or down Westgate Street 
I am always aware of the weather,  
it is a wide street with a big sky  
(relatively, for a street). The contrast 
between sun and shadow is marked  
on a sunny day. The space outside  
the Cathedral always seems sunny.

SHAPE 

Star. That would be the star  
of Gloucester.

INDIGENOUS ANIMAL

Birds, Butterflies, any wild animal. 
This would look good with planters, 
trees etc.

WORLD ANIMAL

Chameleon. Well-hidden and  
beautiful buildings camouflaged  
with modern façades.

FICTIONAL CHARACTER

Paddington Bear. Please look  
after this street

SMELL

bread, coffee, street food stalls.  
I would like the street to be bustling 
with sounds and smells of freshly  
made produce with your senses being 
stimulated as you move about.

TASTE/FLAVOUR

First cup of tea of the day.

SOUND

the cathedral bells. I would like the 
soundscape to change as you move about 
the area but the overarching sound 
above all else are the bells from the Ca-
thedral. I often hear them as I leave the 
Fountain Sq Community Hub in late 
afternoon and the sound is very evoca-
tive.
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RAL 3001 Signalrot RAL 4004 
Bordeauxviolett

RAL 3020 Verkehrsrot RAL 4008 
Signalviolett

RAL 1005 Honiggelb

RAL 1004 Goldgelb

RED PURPLE GOLD

More ‘Heritage’

Brighter – 
Contemporary

RAL 6029 Minzgrün

RAL 6037 Reingrün

RAL 5005 Signalblau

RAL 5017 Verkehrsblau

GREEN BLUE

RAL 5021 Wasserblau

RAL 5018 Türkisblau

TURQUOISE

RAL 7033 Zementgrau

RAL 7046 Telegrau 2

GREY

RAL 8002 Signalbraun

RAL 8003 Lehmbraun

BROWN

RAL 5004 Schwarzblau

Official Council Colour
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This document proposes a series of initial ideas that address interpretation  
for the public realm in Westgate Street. It seeks to outline ways in which to  
layer interpretation to that which exists currently and to new furniture and  
planting designs that are being proposed for the street.

These interpretation ideas cover themes that include:

• Street identification
• Interpretation for heritage elements that exist incl. architectural  
 building footprints and the mosaics
• Historical interpretation at location
• Historical interpretation that is not specific to location
• Cultural interpretation
• Community and artistic interpretation   

During the public consultations we learnt that the current interpretations –  
mosaics and the historical architectural footprint outlines of All Saints Church,  
St. Mary de Grace, The King’s Board, Holy Trinity Church were little understood  
and so a quick, cost effective and engaging win would be to add descriptions 
and narratives that describe these elements adding a layer of understanding  
and connection to the street.

By introducing high-quality ‘pavers’ either with etched metal, stone, resin,  
painted designs, we can effectively introduce a whole series of narrative 
descriptions for each of the interpretation parts to create a cohesive set of 
‘breadcrumbs’ running up and down the street.
 

Another level of interpretation opportunity could include the describing of  
previous shops, places, narratives and industry along the street. For example:

• 6-8 Westgate Street – includes the guest chamber for Thomas Payne,  
Sheriff of Gloucester (1534) and mayor (1540)

• 26 Westgate Street – the current façade hides Gloucester’s finest timber  
framed building

• 45 Westgate Street – occupied by John Prichard, the real Tailor of Gloucester

• College Court – medieval lane leading to the layfolks’ cemetery – also location 
for where Beatrix Potter chose to locate her Tailor of Gloucester

• The Fountain Inn – on one of the oldest known sites connected with  
the brewing trade in Gloucester.

• Humpty Dumpty – nursery rhyme believed to refer to the Siege of Gloucester  
in 1643

and so on...

Westgate Street and Cathedral Quarter are rich with historical narrative  
and we can source many stories, interesting facts and expressions from  
the Roman period through medieval times to modern day. This makes it  
slightly difficult to determine which histories we would like to highlight in  
the first instance and so conversations have begun with the tour guides  
to hear what they may think is preferential. This will help us to determine  
a good range of placemaking interpretations along the street.

Developing interpretation for Westgate Street

It maybe important to add layers of modern culture and society and to make  
interpretation relevant for the people of today. Building on Westgate Street’s  
heritage, interpretation can include expressions, poetries, ideas, artworks from 
the people of Gloucester living in the city today.

Working with local communities and stakeholders interventions with colour  
and expression can be woven into the public realm by adding to the historical 
‘breadcrumbs’, by integrating into new pocket park interventions and  
by designing other sculptural forms that bring the contemporary into the  
public realm.  

For example, working with some of the known archaeological aspects of  
Westgate Street, artistic interventions that deliver many opportunities for design, 
art, poetry, wayfinding, expression and so on in working with Gloucester 
communities would not only bring a sense of ownership for them, but also 
something of the ‘voices of today’.

We want to ensure that we engage with as many people as possible and so 
would create narratives and interventions that would appeal across the age 
spectrum. For our younger users and families an idea to create a 'treasure hunt' 
for 10 (or more) 'Tailors of Gloucester' (mice) to be hidden along the street which 
would bring an element of fun and learning.    

A variety of narrative themes along with material techniques can be included and 
embedded into a range of materials and fabrication techniques to create elegant 
design into the public realm.
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 Interpretation overview
 Go to page references  
 for details

1. Westgate Street gateway   
 boundary groundwork (p.8)

2. Three Cocks Lane location   
 totem and mosaic  
 interpretation (p.10)

3. Interpretation board (p.12)

4. College Street gateway   
 boundary groundwork (p.8)

5.  Berkeley Street gateway   
 boundary groundwork (p.8)

6.  College Court location   
 totem and mosaic  
 interpretation (p.10)

7.  Bull Lane location totem  
 and mosaic interpretation  
 (p.10)

8.  Maverdine Lane location   
 totem and mosaic  
 interpretation (p.10)

9.  St. John's Lane location  
 totem and mosaic  
 interpretation (p.10)

10. Mercers Lane location  
 totem and mosaic  
 interpretation (p.10)

11. Interpretation board (p.12)

12. Westgate Street gateway   
 boundary groundwork (p.8)
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Groundwork building  
outlines (p.13)

13. Fountain

14. Holy Trinity

15. King's Board

16. House

17. St. Mary de Grace

18. Shops and houses

In addition:

•  A series of 'Tailor of 
Gloucester' roundels will be 
placed and 'hidden' along 
Westgate Street (p.15)

• Interpretation plaques 
placed on new pocket park 
furniture incl. planters (p.16) 
 
• Cathedral Quarter logo 
plaques included along  
the street (p.17)

• Via Sacre ground plaques 
placed between College 
Street and Berkeley Street. 
These exist as part of an 
existing scheme and will be 
supplied from 'spares'  (p.17)  
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Gateway groundworks

To create a clear boundary 
both ends of Westgate Street, 
College Street and Berkeley 
Street. Stretching across the 
full width of each street the 
design can be made using 
coloured stone with  
embedded supersize letters.  

Distinct letterforms where the 
form may present a sense of 
place and which can include 
etched designs of historical 
wallpapers discovered along 
the street – the wallpaper  
pattern as discovered in  
The Fleece, for example.

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.
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Gateway groundworks 
proposed for both ends of 
Westgate Street (top row), 
College Street (bottom row 
left) and Berkeley Street  
(bottom row right)  

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.
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Interpretation totems

Located at the entrances  
of important streets and  
lanes along Westgate Street 
these two-sided totem  
interpretation interventions  
will indicate and sign the 
street or lane along with  
mosaic descriptions. 

Made using a box frame  
and a 'faux enamel' panel  
technique, which is a robust 
and long-lasting material  
and fabrication method,  
and which allows for  
colourful, detailed designs, 
the totems will be set into  
the paving in front of the 
street or lane replacing the 
currently installed 'rounded 
panels'. This avoids installing 
new furniture and will  
consolidate information and 
interpretation in a common 
Westgate Street style.

Proposed locations include:

• Three Cocks Lane 
• College Court 
• Bull Lane 
• Maverdine Lane 
• St. John's Lane 
• Mercers Lane

Maverdine 
Lane

This narrow alleyway led from Westgate 
Street to the wall of St Peter's Abbey and 
was once a right-of-way for Bailiffs to 
inspect the abbey water supply that ran 
down from nearby St John's Lane.

Etur sim rerionet aut iliqui voluptatur, 
adipsam volorit pera cum anim volut 
reped que velicid ellit, simet is sunt 
quaerum fuga. Esed qui quam, conseru 
ptatis re, et fugitisi dem dolorestrum 
unt eum faceper ferios remporendam 
aceperi dolecum quam et alicti aces.

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.

Etur sim rerionet aut iliqui 
voluptatur, adipsam volorit 
pera cum anim volut reped 
que velicid ellit.

Maverdine 
Lane Mosaic

Etur sim rerionet aut iliqui voluptatur, 
adipsam volorit pera cum anim volut 
reped que velicid ellit, simet is sunt 
quaerum fuga. Esed qui quam, conseru 
ptatis re, et fugitisi dem dolorestrum 
unt eum faceper ferios remporendam 
aceperi dolecum quam et alicti aces.

El exerchillam, nonsequam ulpa qui 
consequam, corit exercii scidic tota 
plandandi dolecus, sintorrum sequost, 
coreict usaperibus rest rempore peratus 
velest, aut quiam simagnam.

Etur sim rerionet aut iliqui 
voluptatur, adipsam volorit 
pera cum anim volut reped 
que velicid ellit.

Find out more  
about the history of 

Westgate Street

i
westgatestreet.uk

gloucester.uk

info@gloucester.uk

Find out more  

about the history of 

Westgate Street

i
westgatestreet.uk

gloucester.ukinfo@gloucester.uk

Maverdine 

Lane

This narrow alleyway led from Westgate 

Street to the wall of St Peter's Abbey and 

was once a right-of-way for Bailiff
s to 

inspect the abbey water supply that ran 

down from nearby St John's Lane.

Etur sim rerionet aut iliq
ui voluptatur, 

adipsam volorit pera cum anim volut 

reped que velicid ellit, simet is sunt 

quaerum fuga. Esed qui quam, conseru 

ptatis re, et fugitisi dem dolorestrum 

unt eum faceper ferios remporendam 

aceperi dolecum quam et alicti aces.

Etur sim rerionet aut iliq
ui 

voluptatur, adipsam volorit 

pera cum anim volut reped 

que velicid ellit.
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Totems for Maverdine Lane 
(left), Three Cocks Lane (top 
left), College Court (top right), 
Mercers Lane (middle left),   
St John's Lane (middle right), 
Bull Lane (bottom right)

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.
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Interpretation boards

Utilising the two existing  
interpretation boards in  
Westgate Street by  
'upcycling' with new 'faux 
enamel' panels material  
technique as described for 
the interpretation totems  
on page 10. 

The panels with new  
designs would be installed  
on both sides of each  
intervention – making four  
interpretation boards  
altogether – and installing 
on top of the existing frames 
which will should also be  
renovated (probably with  
a 'simple' coating of paint – 
to be advised). 

Lower Westgate Street

Westgate Street by
Louise J. Rayner (1832–1924)

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.

SHIRE HALL 

The building was designed by Sir Robert Smirke for 
Gloucestershire magistrates in the Greek Revival style,  
built in ashlar stone and was opened in 1816. The design  
for the building involved a symmetrical main frontage  
facing Westgate Street; the central section of three bays 
featured a large portico with four Ionic order columns  
supporting an entablature; there were single bay flanking 
wings. The design was inspired by the temple on the  
River Ilisos in Greece, which was designed by Callicrates  
and completed  c.430 BC.

ST NICHOLAS, THE  
FREEMEN’S CIVIC CHURCH 

This church building has great importance in the history of the ‘Freemen  
of Gloucester’. Built in the 12th century in the Westgate ward of the old  
city, it performed a principal part in the support of the ancient burh  
(borough). The church became redundant in 1971 and is now under  
the care of the Churches Conservation Trust. Strategically located within 
the early burgage plots it was central in serving the Corporation and  
the industrious trades merchants of the City.

THE FOLK OF GLOUCESTER 

The building has been known for many years as Bishop 
Hooper House because some people believed that Bishop 
Hooper stayed here on the night before he was burnt at the 
stake in 1555. However there is no evidence that this actually 
happened!  The museum has what is claimed to be part  
of the burnt stake.

The building has been dated as around 1500 and after the 
passage of nearly five centuries it is marvellous that so much 
survives and in such sound condition. It is impressive now 
but it originally had three oversailing gables with their carved 
bargeboards, while the first floor has lost one of its three 
projecting windows. Finely moulded glazing bars in the wall 
between the first floor windows show that originally this  
floor was glazed from end to end, at a time when glass  
was rare and expensive. 

By 1743 William Cowcher, pinmaker, was the occupier. He 
probably repaired the buildings and adapted them for pin 
making by linking No 99 and No 101 and the top floor  
fireplace in No 99 was converted into an annealing forge. 
Other changes were made but by the beginning of the 19C  
a decline of the pin making industry occurred.
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Groundwork building  
outlines

Etched bronze 'pavers'  
embedded into the ground-
work building outlines along 
Westgate Street. Etching  
designs into a single piece 
with a patinated (treated) 
background will ensure a 
robust solution which will 
replace existing pavers to 
become part of the outline.  

Architectural footprints 
for buildings include:
  
• All Saints Church
• St. Mary de Grace 
• The King’s Board 
• Holy Trinity Church 
• Shops and houses

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.
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Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.
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There are 

10 
Tailors of Gloucester 
 hidden along Westgate 
Street – see if can find 

them all!

The Tailor of Gloucester 
'treasure hunt'

For younger people and  
families a 'treasure hunt' 
along Westgate Street to  
find a collection of 'Tailors  
of Gloucester' hidden in  
the public realm. Fabricated  
as two-dimensional etched 
bronze roundels and  
embedded along strategic  
locations in Westgate Street 
the pieces may have an  
interactive quality by acting  
as 'brass rubbings' and the 
potential to print from.

One option to use adapted- 
for-purpose Beatrix Potter 
illustrations or to commission 
local artists to create a series 
of bespoke and Westgate 
Street unique illustrations  
for the trail.

Please note that designs  
are indicative and not  
final artworks.

Adapting original Beatrix  
Potter illustrations will require 
sensitivity and approval. In 
order to achieve a depth of 
etching that would allow for 
brass rubbing and/or printing 
the illustrations will need  
to be simplified; or if no  
activity required and it is 
simply a 'look and find' then 
more detail can be included.

Alternatively making a series 
of contemporary pieces  
commissioning a local  
illustrator or illustrators would 
'safely' allow the pieces to  
be 'tailored' ('scuse the pun!) 
for purpose and may also 
give rise to the opportunity  
to create merchandise – 
enamel badges, postcards, 
greetings cards, clothing etc. 
to create a more bespoke 
and original Westgate Street 
'Tailor of Gloucester'. 
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Furniture and  
new installations

Interpretations, using the  
'faux enamel' method,  
installed on parts of the  
new seating and planting 
interventions will add another 
layer to the Westgate Street. 

The pieces may be situated  
at a specific location to 
describe a Westgate Street 
building and/or feature, or  
include a narrative that can 
be placed anywhere in the 
street that tells of a local  
history and/or story.    

100 Westgate 
Street

St. Nicholas House was used as  
a town house by the Whittington family from  
1311 to 1546. In 1455 the house was occupied  
by Richard Whittington, Lord of Staunton,  
who was probably the son of Robert of Pauntley, 
the brother of the famous Dick Whittington.  
The nearby Gloucester Folk Museum has, 
amongst its collections, a piece of stonework 
which has a relief carving of a young boy holding 
a cat in his arms. This stone, thought to be part 
of a fifteenth-century chimney-piece, is alleged 
to have been found at St. Nicholas House during 
the course of repairs in 1862.

Dick Whittington was born in the 1350s, the 
third son of William Whittington, Lord of 
Pauntley. At the age of thirteen he was sent  
to London to be apprenticed to John Fitzwaryn  
a merchant banker and a close family friend. The 
young Dick proved to be an astute  
businessman and eventually became the  
greatest merchant in medieval England.

The popular myth is that Dick, who hailed 
from Gloucester, decided to go to London 
to seek his fortune. Rumour had it that the 
streets there were paved with gold. He duly 
went to the big, bustling city, found no gold, 
and so instead set about trying to find work. 

Being a resourceful young fellow, Dick 
earned a penny shining shoes for gentlemen 
which  to buy a cat. The cat sets about the  
rodents of the house of a rich merchant 
called Fitzwarren, and Dick was found a 
job as a scullery boy. He earned his bed and 
board and had a little room of his own under 
the eaves; but the place was overrun by rats 
and mice, which scurried around, even over 
his bed, and stopped him sleeping properly. 
Life became easier as the cat kept the  
vermin away, and he could sleep in peace.

DICK WHITTINGTON 
AND HIS CAT
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Cathedral Quarter and 
Via Sacre

Place identity interventions 
and identifying the Via Sacre 
trail between Berkeley Street 
and College Street with  
existing pieces. 

Cathedral Quarter 'roundels' 
can be placed strategically 
along the street.
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